Sea, rail, and now air — compare offers and book directly with the Logwin Online Gateway Service

In March 2018, Logwin launched online service for the convenient booking of sea and rail transports for general cargo shipments. After a successful pilot phase, the logistics service provider is now expanding this digital offer and supplementing the platform with an air freight option starting on 13 August. Around the clock and within seconds, customers can directly compare the transport times and costs of all three modes of transport, and book the best solution with just one click. Existing users of the Logwin Online Gateway Service are showing much interest in this current expansion.

A comparison

Online freight platforms are establishing themselves in the logistics sector with sustainability. They make it possible to compare offers around the clock – but usually for only one mode of transport with well-known providers. Here is where Logwin goes a crucial step further.

For the demanding market of general cargo shipments from Asia to Germany, users of the Logwin Online Gateway Online Service (quote.logwin-logistics.com) receive offers for sea, rail and air freight to match their request. This facilitates the data-based weighing of the advantages of costs and transit times regarding
all modes of transport. Initial customer feedback shows that the clear online comparison of services alone has increased interest in rail transport from China significantly.

Convenient user guidance and transparency

The Logwin Online Gateway Service provides support through an especially intuitive and convenient user guidance. Step by step, users are guided through the selection of loading and destination locations from the vast Logwin network, as well as the input of shipping data. Additional services such as customs clearance and transport insurance can also be booked for shipments online. Just one mouse click later, users receive three directly comparable offers for sea, rail and air transport. With all relevant data available at a glance, they can quickly and reliably select the type of transport that corresponds to their needs with regard to cost and time.

All user and order data are stored clearly in the protected customer area to accelerate the inquiry and booking process.

The Logwin Online Gateway Service creates customer benefits through efficient handling and consistent transparency, from comparing offers to tracking shipments through its interactive tracking tool — whether you’re shipping by sea, air, or rail.

About Logwin AG

Logwin AG (Grevenmacher, Luxembourg) provides efficient logistics and transport solutions for its customers from industry and trade. In 2017, the group generated sales of EUR 1.1bn and currently employs about 4,200 staff. Logwin operates in all main markets worldwide and has around 190 locations on six continents. With its two business segments Solutions and Air + Ocean, Logwin AG is one of the leaders in the market.

Logwin AG is listed in the Prime Standard of the Deutsche Börse. The majority shareholder is DELTON AG, Bad Homburg v. d. Höhe (Germany).
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